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Agenda

▪Grassroots efforts

▪Temperament of Grassroots

▪Embracing differences

▪Managing challenges

▪Sustaining tempos

▪Articulating policy changes

▪Missouri's Show Me Story

▪Roll up the sleeves, be energized and go 
change the status quo!



Grassroots Efforts
▪A  successful campaign depends upon 
energizing individuals at the grassroots level.

▪ It is proven that this level has an attitude of 
freedom, creativity, unrestrained political 
enthusiasm. There's an unmatched willingness 
to bond together to fight for a common 
purpose.

▪Grassroots marks the very essence of politics

▪Grassroots efforts bring together politically 
minded people who are willing to let go of 
inhibitions, fears and preconceptions and jump 
into the cause with unusual passion
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Temperament of Grassroots 

▪Grassroots can't be "managed"

▪Those at the top of the movement need to 

see THEMSELVES mainly as 

RESOURCES

▪Grassroots must be trusted to take 

initiative.  Activists must be allowed and 

encouraged to take broad initiative and be 

creative in furthering the cause.
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Embracing Differences

▪Differences do not equal conflict

▪Focus on the problem not the person

▪Be respectful of differences realizing that 
diversity is an advantage

▪Be open-minded

▪Use active listening skills

▪Appreciate and welcome differences

▪Thank each other for sharing
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Managing Challenges

▪Build a sense of belonging and binding 
relationships

▪Develop an organizational framework for 
making decisions and taking action

▪Build coalitions to encourage capacity 
building

▪Empower individuals to make a meaningful 
impact and create support systems that can 
sustain those changes
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Sustaining Tempos

▪Use a resonating story

▪Create a unified message and repeat it

▪Allow others to repeat the central message 
on their own terms

▪ Set clear expectations

▪Communicate well and often

▪Share the experience with pictures, on social 
media and in person
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Articulating Policy Changes

▪De-categorization and re-categorization

▪Normative-re-educative approaches

▪Power-coercive approach

▪Ripple effects

▪Overcoming resistance
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Missouri's Show-Me Story

▪Support Service Providers Bill

▪Hearing Aids Bill

▪Shifting strategies with health insurance 
providers

▪Visiting the lions' dens 
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Roll up the Sleeves, be 

Energized and go 

Change the Status 

Quo!
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Thank you!
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